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Influence of chemical schemes, numerical method and
dynamic turbulent combustion modeling on LES of

premixed turbulent flames.

B. Rochette1 2, F. Collin-Bastiani1 3, L. Gicquel1, O. Vermorel1, D.
Veynante4, T. Poinsot5

Abstract

This paper describes Large Eddy Simulations of a turbulent premixed flame

(the VOLVO rig) comparing Analytically Reduced Chemistry (ARC) with glob-

ally reduced chemistry for propane-air combustion, a dynamic Thickened Flame

(TFLES) model with the usual non-dynamic TFLES model and a high-order

Taylor Galerkin numerical scheme with a low-order Lax-Wendroff scheme. Com-

parisons with experimental data are presented for a stable case in terms of veloc-

ity and temperature fields. They show that going from two-step to ARC chem-

istry changes the flame stabilization zone. Compared to the usual non-dynamic

TFLES model, the dynamic formulation allows to perform a parameter-free sim-

ulation. Finally, the order of accuracy of the numerical method is also found

to play an important role. As a result, the high-order numerical method com-

bined with the ARC chemistry and the dynamic TFLES model provides the best

comparison with the experimental data. Since the VOLVO data base is used in

various benchmarking exercices, this paper suggests that these three elements

(precise chemistry description, dynamic parameter-free turbulent combustion

model and high-order numerical methods) play important roles and must be

considered carefully in any LES approach.
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1. Introduction

The quest for a universal turbulent combustion model has been going on

for a long time [1–4] but it has become more challenging in the last years.

Today, turbulent combustion models are not only expected to provide reasonable

estimates of mean heat release or temperature fields but also additional targets

such as (1) pollutant emissions (NOx and CO for example) as well as soot,

(2) possible combustion instabilities and noise level, (3) ignition and quenching

phenomena. All these objectives must be satisfied for (4) liquid fuels, and (5)

the detailed chemistry characteristics of real fuels must be included.

To satisfy these five objectives, the introduction of Large Eddy Simulation

(LES) has offered a powerful approach [4–7] not because the subgrid LES models

are better than their classical Reynolds Averaged (RANS) counterparts but

because they are applied to a more limited part of the turbulence spectrum,

while the rest of the unsteady activity is directly captured by the simulation.

LES applied to combustion permits a better identification, at resolved scales,

of the intermittency between fresh and burnt gases regions (where properties

of turbulence, pollutant emissions, etc., are different) than RANS. However,

what the last ten years have shown is that LES was only part of the solution.

Many other ingredients remain necessary both on the physical and the numerical

aspects to make LES predictive.

There are a few usual test cases for LES of reacting flows. For turbulent

swirling flames, the PRECCINSTA chamber of DLR [8] has been computed

many times [9–14]. Since PRECCINSTA is a swirled flame, many authors have

started validations with an unswirled configuration and the so-called ’VOLVO’

turbulent flame [15–17] has been used as a benchmark for turbulent combustion

codes for a long time [18–20] for steady flames as well as for combustion insta-

bilities [19]. Multiple solvers were applied for the VOLVO flames, leading to

results which were all different [18] showing the lack of maturity of LES for tur-

bulent flames. Considering that the VOLVO flames are fully premixed, gaseous
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flames, this indicates that major efforts are still required to address real flames

such as those found in gas turbines for example.

The reasons why large discrepancies are observed for the VOLVO flames

are not clear yet. Most solvers provide consistent, similar results for the cold

flow in this setup, matching experimental data and demonstrating that the dif-

ficulties begin with combustion. Understanding which parts of the numerical

strategy control the quality of the solution with combustion is a first but diffi-

cult step. Multiple potential sources of differences may be listed: (A) chemistry

description, (B) flame / turbulence interaction model, (C) quality of the numer-

ical solver, (D) boundary conditions, especially impedances at inlet and outlet

which control the intensity of thermoacoustic modes, (E) wall numerical treat-

ments, (F) wall temperatures and heat losses. The present work focuses on the

first three sources (A) chemistry, (B) flame turbulence SGS models and (C)

numerics.

Even if turbulent premixed flames can often be treated as thin interfaces,

knowing whether the dynamics of these interfaces (response to small scale tur-

bulence, to strain, to curvature) is really captured correctly for a given chem-

ical scheme remains a daunting question for the LES community. Moreover,

since objective (1) in real flames is to correctly capture all important species,

LES chemical models must include more and more chemistry details. Know-

ing how the LES solution changes when a reasonably complex chemical scheme

is used instead of a heuristic one or two-step scheme is the first objective of

the present work. This objective is similar to the recent work of Zettervall et

al. [20]. Note that it depends not only on the chemical scheme but also on

the flame/turbulence interaction model (B) used in the LES. Here the TFLES

(Thickened Flame model) is retained with either an usual non-dynamic (called

static in the following) or a dynamic subgrid scale formulation. The third source

(C) influencing the quality of LES results is the quality of the discretization

scheme itself. This question is rarely discussed in the combustion community

but is central in the aerodynamics community where the search for high-order

methods has driven research for a long time. In the present study, a second and
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a third/fourth order method (space accuracy 6) are compared: results show that

turbulent structures and therefore the whole flame structure are indeed sensitive

to the spatial accuracy of the discretization scheme, thereby explaining why dif-

ferent LES solvers often lead to different results even when all physical models

are the same.

Of course, the three modeling sources affecting LES studied here (A-chemistry,

B-SGS turbulent combustion model and C-numerics) are not the only ones con-

trolling the quality of LES results. The present paper aims only at demonstrat-

ing that these three are important and that the quality of LES solutions cannot

be investigated if these aspects are not properly considered.

The paper is organized as follows. First the description of propane-air chem-

istry (a two-step global scheme and the ARC formulation proposed by Pepiot

et al. [22–24]) is presented in Section 2. Then, the two formulations, static

and dynamic, of the TFLES model are described (Section 3). The convection

scheme itself is presented in Section 4. Section 5 provides a description of the

VOLVO setup and the stable combustion case retained for computations. Fi-

nally, Section 6 presents results, evidencing the influence of the subgrid scale

model, the chemistry model and the convection scheme accuracy.

6The TTGC scheme used here [21] is fourth order accurate on regular unstructured grids

and third order on arbitrary grids.
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2. Chemistry description

In most turbulent flames, chemistry description can rapidly become an issue.

The Volvo experiment is a usual benchmark for codes which ultimately will

have to handle kerosene flames. Even if simplified chemical schemes (one or two

steps) can be used for the premixed propane/air flames of the Volvo rig, going

to more precise chemical schemes has become a necessity: today such options

are readily maturing and for example, Analytically Reduced Chemistry (ARC)

tools can produce chemical schemes that LES can fully resolve [23, 24]. Here,

two chemical schemes have been used to describe propane-air flames.

2.1. A two-step scheme for propane-air flames

The first scheme is a two-step scheme based on a fast oxidation reaction

followed by a CO-CO2 equilibrium. Six species are taken into account (C3H8,

O2, CO2, CO, H2O and N2) and two reactions [19]:

C3H8 + 3.5O2 −→ 3CO + 4H2O (1)

CO + 0.5O2 ←→ CO2 (2)

The reaction rates qj follow an Arrhenius law:

q1 = A1

ρYC3H8

WC3H8

0.9028ρYO2

WO2

0.6855

exp

 − Ea,1
RT

 (3)

q2 = A2


ρYCO
WCO

1.0ρYO2

WO2

0.5

−
1

K

ρYCO2

WCO2

1.0
 exp

 − Ea,2
RT

 (4)

The pre-exponential constants Aj and the activation energies Ej are given in

Table 1, and K is the equilibrium constant [25].

2.2. An analytically reduced scheme (22 species) for propane-air flames

The second method is based on the ARC approach. Using YARC reduction

tools [22], the ARC chemical scheme is constructed from a skeletal mechanism
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Aj [cgs] Ej [cgs]

Reaction 1 2.0× 1012 3.3× 104

Reaction 2 −4.51× 1010 1.2× 104

Table 1: Two-step reduced chemical mechanism for C3H8 − Air. Pre-exponential factor Aj

and activation energies Ej are both in cgs units [19].

proposed by Jerzembeck [26] using 99 transported species and 669 reactions.

This skeletal scheme was derived from the LLNL detailed mechanisms for n-

heptane [27] and iso-octane [28]. Laminar flames with an equivalence ratio in the

range φ = 0.5− 1.6 are chosen as the sampled reference cases for the reduction

process. The first step of the methodology is to discriminate unimportant species

and reactions using the directed relation graph method with error propagation

[29]. Then, suitable species for Quasi-Steady State Approximation (QSSA)

are selected using the Level Of Importance criterion [30]. The resulting ARC

chemical scheme (named ARC-22-12QSS in the following) treats 22 transported

species and 12 QSS species (Table 2).

Transported species (22) QSS species (12)

N2, O, O2, H, OH CH2GSG-CH2, CH3O, C2H5, HCO, HCCO

H2, H2O, H2O2, HO2, CO C2H3, CH2CHO, C3H5-A-C3H5, I-C3H7, N-C3H7

CH2O, CH3, C2H6, CH4, C2H4 I-C3H7O2, N-C3H7O2

CO2, CH3O2, CH3O2H, C2H2, C3H6

C3H5O, C3H8

Table 2: Summary of ARC − 22 − 12QSS: transported (left) and Quasi Steady State (QSS)

(right) species.

2.3. Comparison of two-step and ARC schemes on premixed laminar flames

Since the VOLVO experiment is fully premixed, a good method to compare

chemical schemes is to apply them for premixed laminar flames. This is done
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here in terms of flame speeds and response to strain at atmospheric pressure.

Adiabatic flame temperatures are not presented because they match very well

for both schemes. The two-step and ARC schemes are validated against the

Jerzembeck skeletal mechanism [26] in Fig. 1. Flame speeds are computed

using Cantera for a 1D resolved planar flame, at the operating conditions used

for the LES simulations (T0 = 288K and P0 = 101325Pa): results show a good

agreement for the ARC scheme and a slight overestimation of the flame speed

for the two-step reduced chemistry.

Flame response to stretch was also studied using 1D premixed counter-flow

flames computed with Cantera. Premixed fresh gases are injected on one side

and burnt gases at the adiabatic flame temperature on the other. For con-

sistency with the counter-flow configuration where the flame is stabilized on a

stagnation plane, the consumption speed Sc based on the spatial integral of the

fuel consumption rate, is retained to study the flame response to stretch. Fig.

2 shows that the ARC mechanism captures stretch effects as well as the full

scheme while the two-step mechanism overestimates them.

0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8
Φ

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

S
l 
[m

/s
]

Volvo operating point

ARC-22-12QSS

Two-step

Jerzembeck

Figure 1: Comparison of Jerzembeck skeletal mechanism [26], two-step and ARC chemistry

for laminar flame speed, T0 = 288K, P = 101325Pa.
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Figure 2: Comparison of Jerzembeck skeletal mechanism [26], two-step and ARC flame con-

sumption speed response to stretch, Φ = 0.65, T0 = 288K and P = 101325Pa.

3. The TFLES model for flame/turbulence SGS interactions

Using a precise chemical scheme is only part of the solution in a LES solver.

Handling the subgrid scale interaction model between turbulence and flames is

a second critical part. This question has been central in the RANS community

for decades [31–33] and it would be a mistake to believe that it can simply be

ignored in LES codes: the interaction between turbulence and flames must be

modeled. The first reason for this is that flame fronts are usually too thin to

be resolved even on LES grids and a model is required to handle this difficulty.

Discussing all possible models for SGS in combustion is beyond the objectives

of this paper. However, it is worth mentioning that the constraint of using

complex chemical schemes with multiple independent species strongly limits

possible choices for turbulent combustion models. Tabulation techniques for

example, which assume frozen flamelet structures and have been very successful

in the past [34, 35], probably reach their limits here because they constrain the

chemical state to a manifold of limited dimension (2 or 3). Similarly, using pdf
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methods [36] becomes difficult: with ARC chemistry for the present C3H8-air

flames, 22 independent species are used leading to a pdf space of dimension

23 (with temperature). In the present study, the TFLES (Thickened Flame)

model has been used. This model explicitly estimates conservation equations for

all species considered in the chemical scheme, thickening their spatial stucture

to allow its resolution on the numerical grid and accounting for subgrid scale

thickening effects through an efficiency function based on DNS. Therefore, it

is compatible with complex schemes such as ARC as described in the previous

section.

A second characteristic of turbulent combustion models is that they all rely

on a few constants which are often adjusted by the user to match the overall

flame structure. This is true also for the standard static TFLES models where

a β constant is user specified in the expression of the subgrid efficiency. In the

present work, we propose to move to a fully dynamic model [13, 37–41] where this

β coefficient is automatically determined and therefore, not user user-adjustable

anymore. The standard TFLES model is described in Section 3.1 while the

dynamic formulation is summarized in Section 3.2.

3.1. Static TFLES model

In the TFLES model, flames are artificially thickened to be resolved on

the numerical mesh, without modifying their flame speeds [21, 42–46]. The

thickening process is done by multiplying diffusion terms and dividing reaction

rates by a local thickening factor F . Since a thickened flame is less sensitive

to turbulence, an efficiency function is introduced to compensate the corre-

sponding reduction of flame surface [21, 43]. Multiple expressions can be found

in the literature for an efficiency function Ξ∆ which corresponds to the SGS

flame/turbulence interaction model: Ξ∆ is expressed as the ratio between the

total flame front wrinkling, and its resolved part. It depends on the length scale

∆ at which the subgrid scale model is applied and the subgrid scale velocity

u′∆. Note that when thickening flame fronts, ∆ should be larger than the mesh

size ∆x to be able to accurately compute the resolved part of Ξ∆ [40]. Colin et
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al. [21] have demonstrated that taking ∆ = δ1
L (δ1

L corresponds to the thickened

flame thickness) is a good compromise between numerical and physical require-

ments. The transport equations for the filtered species mass fractions Ỹk are

written:

∂ρỸk

∂t
+

∂

∂xj

(
ρũj Ỹk

)
=

∂

∂xj

Ξ∆F
µ

Sc,k
+ (1− S)

µt

Stc,k

 Wk

W

∂X̃k

∂xj
− ρỸk

(
Ṽ cj + Ṽ c,tj

)
+

Ξ∆

F
ω̇k

(
Ỹk, T̃

)
,

(5)

where ρ is the density, u the velocity vector, Xk and Wk the mole fraction and

atomic weight of species k, Sc,k and Stc,k the Schmidt and turbulent Schmidt

numbers. µ and µt are the laminar and turbulent dynamic viscosities. The

sigma model [47] is used to model the sub-grid turbulent kinematic viscosity.

The local thickening factor F is applied only in the vicinity of the flame front

thanks to a sensor S:

S = tanh

C1

Ω

Ω0

 , (6)

where C1 is set to a constant value of 50. Ω is a sensor function detecting

the presence of a reaction zone using the kinetic parameters of the fuel break-

down reaction (nF , nO the forward Arrhenius coefficients and Ea the activation

energy), the local temperature and mass fractions:

Ω = Y nF

F Y nO

O exp

−C2

Ea

RT

 . (7)

C2 is a user-defined constant used to start the thickening process before reaching

the maximum reaction intensity (usually C2 = 0.5). Ω0 corresponds to the

maximum value of Ω computed for a one-dimensional premixed non-thickened

flame, such that S reaches unity in the LES flame zones where thickening is

applied. ω̇k is the reaction rate of species k, estimated from Arrhenius laws.

The Reynolds spatial filtering operation is indicated with the operator ., while

.̃ denotes the mass-weighted (Favre) spatial filtering. The following relation for
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the correction diffusion velocities is used:

Ṽ cj + Ṽ c,tj =

N∑
k=1

Ξ∆F
µ

ρSc,k
+ (1− S)

µt

ρStc,k

 Wk

W

∂X̃k

∂xj
. (8)

The turbulent combustion model is also applied to the filtered total energy

conservation equation Ẽ:

∂ρẼ

∂t
+

∂

∂xj

(
ρũjẼ

)
=−

∂

∂xj

[
ũiPδij − ũiτ ij

]
+

∂

∂xj

Cp
Ξ∆F

µ

Pr
+ (1− S)

µt

P tr

 ∂T̃

∂xj


+

∂

∂xj

 N∑
k=1

Ξ∆F
µ

Sc,k
+ (1− S)

µt

Stc,k

 Wk

W

∂X̃k

∂xj
− ρỸk

(
Ṽ cj + Ṽ c,tj

) h̃s,k


+

Ξ∆ω̇T

(
Ỹk, T̃

)
F

,

(9)

where P is the filtered pressure field, Cp the mass heat capacity at constant

pressure, h̃s,k the sensible enthalpy of species k, τ the filtered viscous stress

tensor, Pr and P tr the Prandtl and turbulent Prandtl numbers, and ω̇T the heat

release rate. Eqs. 5 and 9 propagate a flame front of thickness Fδ0
L with the

velocity St = Ξ∆SL, where δ0
L is the laminar flame thickness. The thickening

factor F can be adjusted to ensure that the grid is sufficient to resolve the

thickened flame front. Typically F is chosen such that Fδ0
L/∆x is of the order

of 7 (7 points to resolve the flame structure).

In the current work, two TFLES models were tested, the usual Charlette

model [43], and the Charlette dynamic model [13, 38, 40, 44, 48]. Both introduce

SGS flame front wrinkling thanks to the efficiency function Ξ∆. The usual

Charlette model estimates Ξ∆ from an algebraic expression derived assuming

an equilibrium between turbulence motions and flame front wrinkling [39, 43]:

ΞCh∆

∆

δ0
L

,
u′∆

SL
, Re∆

 =

1 + min

max

∆

δ0
L

− 1, 0

 ,ΓCh

∆

δ0
L

,
u′∆

SL
, Re∆

 u′∆

SL
,

βCh

,

(10)
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where ΓCh is a function derived from DNS of flame-vortex interactions. It

measures the ability of vortices to effectively wrinkle the flame front and create

flame area. βCh is the unique user-defined parameter which is of the order of 0.5

for most flames. u′∆ and Re∆ = u′∆∆/ν are the subgrid scale turbulent velocity

and Reynolds number, respectively, ν being the fresh gas kinematic viscosity.

u′∆ is calculated using an operator based on the rotational of the velocity field

to remove the dilatational part of the velocity [21].

3.2. Dynamic TFLES formulation

When u′∆/SL is large, Eq. 10 degenerates to [49, 50]:

Ξ∆ =

∆

δ0
L

β

, (11)

which is the well-known expression of total area in fractal surfaces of dimension

D = β + 2 [49, 50]. Eq. 11 simply states that the SGS surface has a fractal

dimension β+2, an inner cutoff set to the laminar flame thickness δ0
L [43] and an

outer cutoff ∆. Eq. 11 relies on a coefficient β specified by the user. This raises

two difficulties: (1) β is often unknown and (2) β may change with location and

time. Tests in LES of explosions [51] or flames in internal combustion engines

[40, 52] for example show that β should be a function of space and time, and

that different β values have to be used when the Reynolds number varies over

a wide range. Developments of turbulent combustion models [13, 37, 38] show

that a proper solution to this limitation is to make the turbulent combustion

model for Ξ∆ dynamic as done for dynamic models for the SGS transport terms

[53–56]. With the dynamic wrinkling formulation, the exponent β of Eq. 11

is automatically adjusted from the resolved progress variable (c̃) field. This

is done by equating the flame surface densities computed at filtered and test-

filtered level (Germano-like identity [54]):〈
Ξ̂∆ |∇c̃|

〉
=
〈

Ξγ∆

∣∣∣∇̂̃c∣∣∣〉 , (12)

where c is the progress variable, estimated here from the temperature. The .̂

symbol denotes the test-filtering operation, and 〈.〉 denotes an averaging oper-
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ator [44] that can be the overall computational domain (dynamic global formu-

lation) or a small local volume (dynamic local formulation). In this latter case,

the averaging operation can be replaced by a Gaussian filtering of size ∆avg

[38, 57]. The ratio γ between the effective filtered scale (i.e the scale of the filter

that should be applied to the instantaneous field to have the same result as the

one computed using the successive combination of both LES and test filters)

and the LES filtered scale is given by:

γ =

√√√√√1 +

∆̂

∆

2

. (13)

Combining Eqs. 11 and 12, and assuming that β is constant over the averaging

domain 〈.〉 provides the value of β:

β =
log
(〈
|̂∇c̃|

〉
/
〈∣∣∣∇̂̃c∣∣∣〉)

log (γ)
. (14)

In this work, only the local formulation was used for the dynamic model: β is

computed at each point of the mesh.

4. Second and third-order LES convection schemes

An additional component of LES lies in the numerical schemes adopted by

the CFD solver. Different numerical strategies are possible to solve the set

of modeled LES equations. These numerical schemes can be either explicit or

implicit, the effective difference being the size of the time-step accessible to

the numerical integrator without leading to numerical instabilities or affect-

ing the actual flow reference time scales targeted by the simulation. Implicit

solvers are often advocated although this choice may induce difficulties in the

parallelization of the algorithms and their efficiency with increasing numbers

of processors. Furthermore, arbitrarily imposing a time step several orders of

magnitudes higher than the smallest cell size to flow speed ratio naturally raises

precision issues and comes with undesirable dispersive/dissipative properties of
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the solver which can overshadow the modeling. In the following, only fully com-

pressible explicit schemes are tested: (a) the Lax-Wendroff scheme [58] (LW)

which is second order in time and space and (b) the TTGC scheme [59] which

offers third order accuracy in time and space on arbitrary unstructured meshes.

LW is a finite-volume based scheme where increased accuracy is obtained by

use of the flux Jacobian instead of the second order derivative [60] present in

the original temporal Taylor expansion of the problem. TTGC relies on a Finite

Element approach used in the context of a two-step temporal scheme [61]. This

approach provides a family of schemes with adjustable temporal coefficients

providing third order accuracy in space and time [59]. TTGC schemes also use

a mass matrix which improves the spectral properties compared to the more

conventional finite volume scheme that is LW.

For a typical CFL condition of 0.1 (based on the local mesh characteristic

size and acoustic wave speed which involves the flow speed and sound velocity),

these schemes have very distinct spectral features as evidenced by Fig. 3 which

shows the amplification factor ((a) its norm and (b) its phase) of each scheme

for a 1D convection problem. For high wavelengths that can be captured by a

reasonable number of points (0 < k ∆x < 1 where k stands for the wave num-

ber), the signal can be transported without too much numerical dissipation, Fig.

3(a), and at the correct speed, Fig. 3(b). Differences start however appearing

for both properties around k ∆x ≈ 1. For shorter wavelengths or equivalently

larger non-dimensional wave numbers, two distinct behaviors are clearly shown.

Beyond k∆x ≈ 1, TTGC is clearly superior both in terms of dissipation and

dispersion. This implies that the TTGC scheme can preserve the small-scale

structures generated in high shear regions better than LW for the same grid

resolution. Note that these structures may be of potential importance at the

flame front because they are the source of flame wrinkling. This can be even

more critical with complex chemical schemes where multiple chemical scales are

present and the response of the flame to the flow structures can be of impor-

tance. For the same reason, the generation of flow instabilities will be impacted

by the numerical scheme as linearly unstable modes may grow or be damped
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Figure 3: Amplification function of the Lax-Wendroff and TTGC schemes for a CFL number

of 0.1: (a) modulus of the amplification function and (b) relative phase velocity as a function

of the non-dimensional wave number k∆x.

depending on the grid resolution and equivalently the scheme properties. This

specific difficulty is illustrated in Fig. 4 for the growth of a spatial perturbation

of wavelength λ by a piecewise continuous velocity deficit noted ∆U . Solved

analytically by Rayleigh [62], this problem can be resolved numerically for nu-

merical scheme assessment. Fig. 4(b) presents the comparison between theory,

TTGC and LW. For all simulations, the grid is 2D, uniform, made of square

cells of size ∆x = 8 mm. d corresponds to the length of the velocity ramp be-

tween U1 and U2 (here d = 0.1 m). Only the axial length α (Fig. 4(a)) of the

computational domain is changed and matches the initial perturbation wave-

length λ. This results in a fixed axial spacing to wavelength ratio, the problem

being resolved for thirty different values of the wavelength λ covering the range

[0.3− 2.5 m].

For large wavelength perturbations (low values of d/λ) both schemes per-

form well. Beyond
2πd

λ
= 0.8, however, the LW scheme greatly overestimates

the linear growth rate of the perturbation while TTGC is much closer to the

analytical solution. Again, this suggests that high order schemes are better

suited to LES of reacting shear flows.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4: (a): Schematic of the numerical case to study the growth of a perturbation super-

imposed onto an inviscid piecewise linear velocity field of thickness d. (b): Non-dimensional

growth rate, ωi d/(∆U), of a perturbation using TTGC or LW for a CFL condition of 0.7.

5. The VOLVO experiment

5.1. Experimental configuration

The VOLVO combustor [15–17] (Fig. 5) is a straight rectangular cross-section

channel (0.12 m x 0.24 m), divided into an inlet section, and a combustor sec-

tion ending into a round exhaust. The total length of the configuration (without

exhaust) is 1.55 m.
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Figure 5: The VOLVO rig combustor. The computational domain is identified by the shaded

area. Note that some of the geometrical complexities of the experimental rig (fuel injection,

seeding and honeycomb) are omitted in LES the representation.

Gaseous propane is injected and premixed with air in the inlet section, up-

stream of a honeycomb used to generate a turbulence level equal to 3% of the

inlet bulk velocity [15]. Three bluff-body flameholders were used during the

experimental tests, but only the equilateral triangular-shaped one of height h

= 0.04 m is studied in the current work. The top and bottom walls of the

combustor are water-cooled and the side walls are air-cooled in order to acco-

modate the quartz windows for optical access. The cooling temperature is not

provided in the experiments [15]. Experimental data, including high-speed and

Schlieren imaging, gas analysis, Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV), and Coher-

ent Anti-Stokes Raman Scattering (CARS), are used to investigate a baseline

case described in Table 3. For the operating point used in the present work, only

velocity and turbulence data are available [15]. We will also compare mean [17]

and RMS [16] temperature profiles, but note that these data were obtained ex-
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Publications φ
U0

(m/s)

T0

(K)
Re Comment

Sjunnesson et al. [17] 0.65 16.6 288 48000 Measurements: T and YCO

Sjunnesson et al. [15] 0.65 17.3 288 47000 Measurements: U , Urms, V and Vrms

Sjunnesson et al. [16] 0.61 17.3 288 47000 Measurements: T and Trms

Zettervall et al. [20] 0.62 17.6 288 46592 LES: U , V , Vrms, T , Trms, YCO

Present work 0.65 17.3 288 47000 LES: U , V , Urms, Vrms, T and Trms

Table 3: Comparison between the operating point used in the present work and available

literature measurements and operating points.

perimentally at slightly different operating points (Table 3). Measurements were

made on seven longitudinal (x1, x2, x3, x4, x
′
4, x
′
5 and x5) and one (z) transverse

locations (Fig. 5).

Additional cases experiencing different types of combustion instabilities also

exist [19] but here, only the stable case is studied to quantify the influence of

chemical schemes, turbulent combustion models and numerical schemes.

5.2. Numerical setup

LES is performed using the AVBP solver co-developed by CERFACS and

IFPEN [63]. It solves the fully compressible multispecies Navier-Stokes equa-

tions on unstructured grids. The computational domain is shown in Figs. 5

and 6. In the longitudinal direction, it includes the entire burner (the inlet and

combustor sections). In the transverse direction, the mesh includes exactly the

chamber transverse dimension (0.24 m) and not only a slice of it, as done in

previous papers [64–66], to capture all large scale effects as well as transverse

acoustic modes. Two elements which were not fully characterized in the exper-

iments (fuel feeding line and honeycomb) are not considered in the simulations

since their impacts on the results are marginal [19]: fully premixed gases are

injected at the inlet of the LES and replace the fuel feeding line. Turbulence is
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injected at x = 0 m in the inlet plane.

The unstructured mesh comprises 68 million tetrahedral elements and is

refined in shear and combustion regions (Fig. 6). The mesh size in the flame zone

just downstream of the flameholder is ∆x = 500µm, whereas the laminar flame

thickness is δ0
L = 650µm, leading to a minimum thickening factor F ≈ 5 when

choosing 7 points to resolve the flame structure. The integral scale is estimated

as the distance between the top (or bottom) wall of the burner and the bluffbody

upper (or lower) edge: lt = 0.04m. Using a turbulent RMS velocity u′ ≈ 0.26,

the Karlovitz number is estimated as: Ka ≈ 0.2 for both two-step and ARC

schemes. As Ka < 1 and u′ > S0
L, combustion occurs in the turbulent flamelet

regime, the flame front is wrinkled and thinner than all turbulent scales [67].

The near wall region of the flame holder features dimensionless wall distances

of y+ = 25, versus y+ = 80 near the combustor walls.
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Figure 6: Overview of the computational domain, with a focus on the unstructured mesh

refinement downstream of the flame holder, at y = 0.12 m (a). The flame is represented

through an iso-surface of progress variable c = 0.5, colored by β of run 2s − ttgc − dyn

(red colormap, b). The vorticity field ranging from 0 s−1 to 2000 s−1 is represented by the

green colormap (inlet, b) whereas the vorticity field ranging from 2000 s−1 to 19000 s−1 is

represented by the rainbow colormap (a).

Inlet and outlet boundary conditions are treated with Navier-Stokes Char-

acteristic Boundary Conditions (NSCBC) [68]. To avoid exciting a particular

acoustic mode, these two boundary conditions are modeled as non-reflecting

sections. Turbulence is injected at the inlet using the method of Guezennec and

Poinsot [69]. The turbulence intensity of the inlet section is equal to 8 % of

the bulk velocity U0 and decreases at the honeycomb position to 3 %, which

corresponds to measurements obtained at this position [15]. To avoid choosing

a particular cooling temperature (not provided in experiments [15]), the walls

are modeled as adiabatic no-slip walls. The unique closure coefficient βCh of

the Charlette static formulation model is set to the standard value: βCh = 0.5.

For the dynamic formulation of Eq. 14, filter, ratio between effective filtered
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Simulations
Turbulent combustion

model

Chemical

scheme

Numerical

scheme

Normalized

CPU cost

Normalized

averaging time

2s-lw non-dynamic two-step LW 1 4.2

2s-ttgc-dyn dynamic two-step TTGC 2.5 2.4

2s-lw-dyn dynamic two-step LW 1.6 3.3

arc-lw-dyn dynamic ARC-22-12QSS LW 3.2 2.92

arc-ttgc-dyn dynamic ARC-22-12QSS TTGC 5.5 3.6

Table 4: Summary of simulated cases, CPU costs (normalized by the fastest computation:

2s − lw) and averaging time (normalized by the flow through time τ computed with the

distance from the backward wall of the bluff-body to the end of the combustion chamber:

τ = 39ms). Note that statistical convergence is achieved for a normalized averaging time

≈ 1.3.

and filtered scales, and averaging filter widths are set to ∆ = 1.4Fδ0
L, γ = 2.2

and ∆avg = 2.5∆ respectively. The value 1.4 is a calibration factor introduced

by Wang et al. [39] in order to recover β = 0 and Ξ∆ = 1 for planar laminar

flames. Results are very weakly dependent on these parameters [37].

6. Results

Table 4 summarizes the VOLVO cases simulated. All dimensions, velocities

and velocity fluctuations are made dimensionless with the flameholder height,

h =0.04 m, and the inlet bulk velocity U0 = 17.3 m/s respectively. Only re-

acting results are presented. Cold flow results match the experimental data of

Sjunnesson [15] very well in terms of mean and RMS values.

6.1. Influence of the turbulent combustion model

The effects of the turbulent combustion static and dynamic formulations are

investigated first.
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h

Figure 7: Mean axial velocity evolution along the central axis of the Volvo burner measured

experimentally and obtained by LES with the Charlette static model (βCh = 0.5) and the

Charlette dynamic model. The axis measures the downstream location from the backward

wall of the bluff-body (cf. axis x at z = 0.06 m in Fig. 5 ).

Figure 7 compares the mean axial velocity profiles computed with the non-

dynamic and the dynamic formulations. The dynamic approach does not have

a major impact on these results. The spatial evolution of the β parameter along

the flame front computed with the dynamic formulation is illustrated on Fig.

8. On the major part of the flame, β is close to βCh = 0.5, except downstream

of the bluff-body and at the end of the flame, where β < βCh. This explains

why the dynamic formulation has a limited impact on the burnt gas velocity

for this case. Note that this comparison can be misleading: the dynamic model

procedure determined the values of β on its own while the βCh = 0.5 value is

specified by the user and can be adjusted to fit the experimental data. Going

to a dynamic formulation removes one user-specified constant and significantly

increases the prediction capacities of the model.
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Figure 8: Iso-surface of the progress variable c = 0.5, colored by the β parameter computed

with the dynamic formulation (case 2s− lw − dyn).

Figure 9 top provides a scatter plot view for all points in the flame of thick-

ening factor F as a function of the local temperature-based progress variable c

for two cases: 2s − lw − dyn (triangles), and a 1D resolved laminar premixed

flame computation (black line). Points are considered to be in the flame when

their heat release rates are different from zero. The maximum F values are

obtained either in highly reacting points or in places where the mesh is not very

fine. F never exceeds 30 and most points have F values of the order of 5 to 10.

Figure 9 bottom displays a scatter plot of the fuel reaction rate as a function of

the progress variable. As expected, compared to the laminar flame (solid line),

the reaction rate is reduced by a factor F due to the thickening procedure.
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Figure 9: Scatter plot of the thickening factor F where heat release rate is different from

zero (top) and the fuel reaction rate (bottom) as a function of the temperature-based progress

variable c. The black line corresponds to a 1D resolved unthickened laminar premixed flame

computed at φ = 0.65, T0 = 288K and P0 = 101325Pa (case 2s− lw − dyn).

The PDF of β over the whole domain is given in Fig. 10. The value β =

0.5 used for the static model belongs to the range predicted by the dynamic

model but is not the most probable value, nor the average value: β fluctuates

significantly but the major advantage of the dynamic formulation is that this

is done automatically with no possible parameter adjustment. Note that low

values of β correspond to zones which are almost two-dimensional (flat).
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Figure 10: PDF of the wrinkling exponent β (14) computed along the flame front, for a

progress variable ranging between 0.4 ≤ c̃ ≤ 0.99 (in practice for c̃ ≤ 0.4, ω̇ ≈ 0, cf. Fig. 9).

6.2. Influence of chemistry description and numerical scheme

The influence of chemistry description and numerical scheme on LES predic-

tions are investigated together in this section. The two chemical schemes (two-

step and ARC-22-12QSS) and the two numerical schemes (LW and TTGC) are

tested, all with the dynamic turbulent combustion model.

Figure 11 compares the axial profiles of the mean axial velocity component.
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Figure 11: Mean axial velocity evolution along the central axis of the Volvo burner measured

experimentally and obtained with LES for arc− lw−dyn, arc− ttgc−dyn, 2s− lw−dyn and

2s− ttgc− dyn (see Table 4 for runs description). All cases are computed with the Charlette

dynamic model. The axis measures the downstream location from the backward wall of the

bluff-body (cf. axis x at z = 0.06 m in Fig. 5 ).

Except for case 2s− ttgc−dyn where a slight overestimation is observed, the

mean recirculation zone amplitude is correctly predicted for all cases. However,

its length increases with TTGC. This growth may be due to a longitudinal

low-frequency oscillation that would require a tuning of the inlet and outlet

impedances in the LES. The best results are obtained with the combination

of ARC chemistry and TTGC numerical scheme, which is not surprising since

the chemical description is closer to the real mechanism and the numerical

scheme accuracy is higher in time and space. Moreover, the flame response to

stretch is better reproduced with ARC, as shown in Fig. 2. Note that for some

quantities (for example the mean axial velocity) the simplest models are almost

as precise as the more sophisticated approaches. Figure 12 compares PDFs of

the tangential strain calculated along the flame front, for a filtered progress
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variable ranging between 0.4 ≤ c̃ ≤ 0.99. Note that, to be consistent with

results in Fig. 2, the contribution of flame front curvature effects on stretch is

not taken into account in the tangential strain evaluation. All flame fronts are

subject to a tangential strain smaller than 2000s−1, which corresponds to the

range where a significant difference exists between ARC and two-step laminar

consumption speed (Fig. 2). This could influence the width of mean transverse

temperature profiles.
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Figure 12: PDF of tangential strain computed along the flame front, for a filtered progress

variable ranging between 0.4 ≤ c̃ ≤ 0.99.

Figure 13 presents transverse profiles of the mean normalized axial veloc-
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ity component. For all cases the first three profiles (x1 to x3) located in the

recirculation zone are well predicted. Differences are observed on x4 and x5

profiles in the burnt gas acceleration zone (2 < x/h < 9 in Fig. 11). Except for

arc− ttgc− dyn which provides again the best results, the mean axial velocity

at planes x4 and x5 is also overestimated for all other simulations, indicating

that combustion is too fast with these models.
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Figure 13: Transverse profiles of mean normalized axial velocity at measurement planes x1 −

x5 of Fig. 5.

Figure 14 compares transverse profiles of the normalized RMS axial velocity

fluctuations Urms from x1 to x5: Urms is reasonably well captured by all LES

(note that only RMS fluctuations of the resolved field are considered). Figure 15

shows that the primary factor controlling RMS transverse velocity profiles is

the chemical scheme: indeed, Vrms profiles computed using the ARC chemical

scheme are in good agreement with experimental data, which is not the case

with the two-step mechanism.
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Figure 14: Transverse profiles of the normalized RMS axial velocity component at measure-

ment planes x1 − x5 on Fig. 5.
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Figure 15: Mean transverse profiles of the normalized RMS transverse velocity component at

measurement planes x1 − x5 on Fig. 5.

Figure 16 shows the transverse profiles of the normalized mean temperature.

The broadening of the experimental profiles is slightly more pronounced than

in the LES. This could result from a lack of turbulent mixing between low and

high temperature regions or from a difference in the flame front location. This

latter one is more probable since experimental temperature measurements were
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made with a bulk velocity U0 = 16.6 m/s, which is slightly lower than the one

used in all LES runs (Table 3).
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Figure 16: Transverse profiles of the normalized mean temperature at measurement planes

x4, x′4 and x′5 on Fig. 5.

Figure 17 compares transverse profiles of the normalized RMS temperature

with experimental measurements. RMS maximum values are well captured by

all runs but not the minimum values at x2 and x5, indicating that the level of

turbulent fluctuation may be too low in the LES near the flame holder (where

y+ ≈ 25).
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Figure 17: Transverse profiles of the normalized RMS temperature at measurement planes

x2, x4 and x5 on Fig. 5.

Figures 18-21 show averaged axial velocity and temperature iso-contours
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for all runs using the dynamic model. The shaded area corresponds to a

zone where the mean heat release is higher than 60 MW/m3. Using the LW

numerical scheme (Fig. 18 vs Fig. 19 for two-step chemistry or Fig. 20 vs

Fig. 21 for ARC), leads to a larger reaction zone closer to the central line

z = 0.06 m, for both chemical schemes. This closer reaction zone to the cen-

tral line may lead to flame front interactions. When using complex chemistry

(arc − ttgc − dyn, Fig. 21), and compared to the two-step mechanism (2s −

ttgc− dyn, Fig. 19), the flame brush is thinner and attached to the bluff-body.
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Figure 18: Mean iso-contours of axial velocity (top) and temperature (bottom) of case 2s −

lw − dyn, (side view). The red shaded area corresponds to a zone where heat release: hr ≥

60 MW/m3.

Figure 19: Mean iso-contours of axial velocity (top) and temperature (bottom) of case 2s −

ttgc − dyn, (side view). The red shaded area corresponds to a zone where heat release:

hr ≥ 60 MW/m3.
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Figure 20: Mean iso-contours of axial velocity (top) and temperature (bottom) of case arc−

lw − dyn, (side view). The red shaded area corresponds to a zone where heat release: hr ≥

60 MW/m3.

Figure 21: Mean iso-contours of axial velocity (top) and temperature (bottom) of case arc−

ttgc − dyn, (side view). The red shaded area corresponds to a zone where heat release:

hr ≥ 60 MW/m3.
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Figures 22 and 23 are focuses of Figs. 19 and 21, showing the mean tangential

resolved strain field just downstream of the flameholder. Note that the two

mean tangential strain fields are almost the same but the flame stabilization

region of case 2s − ttgc − dyn is further from the flameholder than the one of

case arc− ttgc− dyn. Figure 22 points out the clear weakness of the two-step

chemical scheme: the flame consumption speed is highly under-predicted at

tangential strain rates up to at least 2000 s−1 (cf. Fig. 2). As a consequence

and compared to the ARC mechanism, the two-step flame front will not be able

to stabilize itself in regions of high strain (Fig. 22).
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Figure 22: Mean tangential strain field (grey colormap) and mean iso-contours of axial ve-

locity of case 2s− ttgc− dyn, (side view). The red shaded area corresponds to a zone where

heat release: hr ≥ 60 MW/m3.

Figure 23: Mean tangential strain field (grey colormap) and mean iso-contours of axial ve-

locity of case arc− ttgc− dyn, (side view). The red shaded area corresponds to a zone where

heat release: hr ≥ 60 MW/m3.
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Simulations η

2s− lw − dyn 0.418

2s− ttgc− dyn 0.401

arc− lw − dyn 0.419

arc− ttgc− dyn 0.399

Table 5: Volvo simulated cases efficiencies η

Figures 18-21 suggest that combustion is far from complete for this operating

point. This was checked by computing the efficiency η:

η = 1−
∫
outlet

ρYFuelu · dy · dz∫
inlet

ρYFuelu · dy · dz
(15)

For all cases, η does not exceed η ≈ 0.42: more than half of the injected

fuel has not burnt and exits the burner. This is very different from gas turbine

chambers where values of η of the order of 0.99 are expected. A higher fuel

conversion efficiency implies a higher fuel consumption rate and therefore an

increase of the mean temperature (averaged on the entire volume) and the burnt

gas expansion. As the consumption rate depends on the flame surface, the

turbulent flame speed increases and the flame front stabilizes itself in a different

region. Table 5 also shows that efficiencies are higher when using LW numerical

scheme, pointing out again that the spatial accuracy of the code affects overall

results. No experimental data is available for η.

6.3. Discussions

The VOLVO flame is an unswirled fully premixed gaseous flame anchored

to a simple shaped bluff-body. Multiple solvers were applied for the VOLVO

flames, each leading to different results with the same goal: match experimental

data (from the early 1990s). Without knowing nor the inlet/outlet experimental

acoustic impedances, neither the wall cooling temperature, matching experimen-

tal results should not be a priority but a guideline in the numerical combustion
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understanding process: which physical phenomena drive the most the VOLVO

flame ? According to the capabilities of the LES solver, what is the most efficient

way to better characterized such flames ?

The primary factor of change pointed out in the current work is the chemical

scheme accuracy and more particularly the correct flame response to stretch:

the flame faces vortex shedding generated by the bluff-body, and high velocity

gradients from the recirculation zone. The overcost linked to a more detailed

chemical scheme is not negligible (Tab. 4): the cost of the ARC chemical scheme

is twice the one of the two-step reduced mechanism. This increased cost may

be worth paying if the flame response to stretch is improved. If the flame is

stretched, is the ”low-order” chemical scheme capable to reproduce the flame

response to stretch ? If not, using a more detailed chemical scheme is preferred.

Results also depend on how the flow and turbulence are discretized. The

more accurate the numerical scheme is, the better. In the current work, the

third order TTGC cases cost between 1.5− 1.7 more than the second order LW

ones which is less than the overcost linked to the chemical scheme, but required

to accurately capture the flame response to stretch.

Once chemistry and turbulence are well described, the last element having an

impact on the results is the flame/turbulence interaction model. In the current

work, the Charlette static and local dynamic formalisms were used. Compared

to the static formulation, the computational overcost linked to the dynamic

model is 1.6, which is again not negligible but it has a huge advantage: it finds

the model constant on its own, eliminating one source of parametrization and

tuning.

7. Conclusion

This paper has described the effects of three simulation elements: (1) chem-

istry description, (2) subgrid scale flame / turbulence interaction and (3) spatial

accuracy of the numerical method, on Large Eddy Simulation of the turbulent

premixed flame of the VOLVO rig [15–17]. Results show that going from global
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two-step chemistry to an analytically reduced chemistry (ARC) using 22 inde-

pendent species improves the simulation accuracy. The use of a dynamic pro-

cedure for SGS flame-turbulence interaction model, as proposed by Charlette

et al. [44], avoids the need for the user to specify the fractal dimension of

the model, going from a static to fully dynamic model with no user adjustable

model constant. Finally, the order of accuracy of the numerical method plays

a significant role, probably because it captures the growth rates of hydrody-

namic instabilities along the flame front with more accuracy: results obtained

with the 3rd order TTGC scheme [21] are also better than those obtained with

the second order Lax-Wendroff scheme. In conclusion, this paper confirms that

high-order spatial numerical methods combined with dynamic SGS models and

analytically reduced chemistry can be used to simulate turbulent flames and

that these ingredients should now be applied to more complex flames.
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